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Executive Summary

In recent decades, the Australian economy has undergone significant structural 
changes as the manufacturing and agricultural industries have declined and services 
industries have taken their place. Simultaneously, Australia has been divided into two 
countries, with one comprised of the elites and the other of mainstream Australians. 
These shifts, both economic and cultural, have undermined the Australian way of life.

This paper introduces the framework of ‘Talkers’ and ‘Doers’ and explores how the 
rise of the Talking class has changed the structure of Australia’s society and economy. 
It establishes a new theoretical framework to explain the relationship between the rise 
of the Talking class and declining productivity in recent years, and provides empirical 
evidence of this relationship in Australia.

Talkers are those who are not directly involved in the production of goods or services, 
who oversee companies or organisations at a high level, or who literally talk for a 
living. Doers are those who are directly involved in the production of goods and 
services, along with those who are very closely related to this production process.

The rise of the Talking class is not a benign shift, or a necessary component of the services-
based knowledge economy. The rise of the Talking class has reduced Australia’s productive 
capacity and come at a significant economic and social cost. The Talking class has also 
entrenched itself and acted as a class, pursuing, at the cost of mainstream Australians, its 
“hegemony of cognitive class political interests”, in the words of David Goodhart.

Key findings:

• The share of Doers in the Australian workforce has declined from 84.5% in 1986 
to 78.4% in 2020, while the share of Talkers has increased from 15.5% to 21.7%.

• The number of Doers per Talker has declined from 5.5 in 1986 to 3.6 in 2020.

• The rise of the Talking class has cost a cumulative $427.7 billion in foregone 
economic output since 2000. This is an average of $21.4 billion per year, roughly 
equivalent to the current annual Commonwealth school funding of $21.8 billion.

• The top 10 occupations ranked by net job destruction between 1986 and 2020 
were all Doing occupations, losing a total of 402,700 jobs.

• This paper develops a new theoretical framework to explain the relationship 
between the share of Doers in the workforce and productivity growth. It then 
establishes an empirical basis for this framework in Australia, and demonstrates 
that, historically, productivity growth has been maximised when Doers comprise 
81.5% of the workforce.

The rise of the Talking class has enabled a small section of the Australian workforce 
to disrupt the economy, culture, and public policy settings to entrench its position and 
perpetuate its class interests at the expense of mainstream Australians. This raises 
concerns about the integrity of Australia’s representative democracy and is a serious 
threat to the Australian way of life. 
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Introduction

A fundamental divide within Australia was exposed over the course of 2020. 
Lockdown measures implemented in response to COVID-19 had vastly different 
impacts on different Australians. This quickly exposed a divide between the knowledge 
workers who were able to set up home offices in their living rooms, and other workers 
who were arbitrarily assigned to the categories of ‘essential’ and ‘non-essential’, 
with the former able to work with social distancing measures in place and the latter 
forbidden from earning an income.1

These divides were not created by the lockdowns, however. The rise of the ‘knowledge 
economy’ has led to a divide between those who ‘talk’ for a living and those who 
produce – or ‘do’ – for a living. This distinction between ‘Talkers’ and ‘Doers’ is formally 
introduced to Australia in this paper. It provides a useful framework for understanding 
changes that have taken place in the Australian economy in recent decades, and for 
understanding some of the forces at play during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Talkers are defined as those who are not directly involved in the production of goods 
or services, who oversee companies or organisations at a high level, or who literally 
talk for a living; for example, chief executives and managing directors, legislators, and 
telemarketers. Doers are those who are directly involved in the production of goods 
and services, along with those who are very closely related to this production process; 
for example, kitchenhands, labourers, nurses, and teachers.2

Our method of classifying workers as either Talkers or Doers is based on their 
four-digit-level occupation title under the Australian and New Zealand Standard 
Classification of Occupations (ANZSCO), and was based, in part, on mapping the 
classifications used overseas to the Australian workforce. This framework and method 
builds upon international literature which discusses the labour force in a similar manner. 
In his book The Once and Future Worker, American economist Oren Cass develops 
a ratio of productive and non-supervisory staff to supervisory staff, highlighting the 
relative decline of Doers in the manufacturing industry between 1947 and 1972. 
And in management studies, a metric called a supervisory ratio is sometimes used to 
measure the span of management and outcomes within a given organisation.

This division between the Talkers and the Doers is one manifestation of the broader 
cultural and economic phenomenon that the Institute of Public Affairs has described as 
the “Two Australias”. On the one hand, there is a working and middle-class composed 
of small business owners, labourers, salaried workers, and farmers who are embedded 

1 As explained by former-Deputy Prime Minister, Barnaby Joyce, this was a class divide. The “work-from-home laptop 
class” were able to continue working, while their counterparts who have more physical roles, such as labourers, 
café owners, miners, and manufacturers, were forced into unemployment. See Barnaby Joyce, “Nationals would 
betray farmers if it waves through net-zero,” The Australian, 8 February 2021, https://www.theaustralian.com.au/
commentary/nationals-would-betray-farmers-if-it-waved-through-netzero/news-story/1351e19ca227fa126ec0be
88714437e3.

2 A full list of Talkers and Doers can be found in Appendix B.
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in the free enterprise economy. And on the other hand, there is the new managerial 
elite, or as the American writer Joel Kotkin has described it – “the clerisy, a group that 
makes its living largely in quasi-public institutions, notably, universities, media, the non-
profit world, and the upper bureaucracy.”3

This growing divide has significant cultural and political consequences. Belief in 
democratic pluralism is declining as the concerns and aspirations of mainstream 
Australians are overlooked by our nation’s centres of economic, cultural, and social 
power. As explained by British author David Goodhart in his book Head Hand 
Heart: The Struggle for Dignity and Status in the 21st Century, “The rise and rise of 
cognitive-analytical ability – Head work [Talking work] – as a measure of economic 
and social success, combined with the hegemony of cognitive class political interests, 
led to the great unbalancing of western politics even prior to the Covid-19 crisis. The 
disaffection of large minorities, even majorities, in many countries, is linked intimately 
to the declining status and self-respect attached to work associated with the Hand 
and the Heart [Doing work].”4 The Talkers are increasingly acting as a class, and the 
imposition of their hegemonic political views risks compounding the alienation Doers 
are already experiencing.

The broader context for this research is the significant structural changes that have 
taken place across the Australian economy over the past 100 years. In 1921, one in 
four workers were employed in the primary industries of mining and agriculture, and 
almost one in three were employed in manufacturing or construction.5 By contrast, 
in 2021 fewer than one in twenty workers were employed in primary industries, and 
around one in six workers were employed in manufacturing or construction. These 
changes are often discussed in the context of Australia industrialising away from 
its agrarian base, then deindustrialising in the shift to becoming a services-based 
knowledge economy. 

In recent years, questions have been raised about whether or not the rise of the 
services-based knowledge economy has been, on balance, beneficial. And in 2020, 
when the COVID-19 pandemic and accompanying government interventions began 
to disrupt international trade and travel, some Australians became concerned by 
the extent to which Australia was reliant on international supply chains. Domestic 
manufacturing capability was brought to the public’s attention, and the Commonwealth 
government launched an inquiry into vulnerable supply chains6 and announced a 
$1.5 billion Modern Manufacturing Strategy to revive domestic productive capacity.7

3 Joel Kotkin, “The Two Middle Classes,” Quillette, 27 February 2020, https://quillette.com/2020/02/27/the-two-
middle-classes/.

4 David Goodhart, Head Hand Heart: The Struggle for Dignity and Status in the 21st Century, Penguin, 2020, p. 28.

5 Census of the Commonwealth of Australia, Part XVII: Occupations, 1921, pp. 1207-08.

6 Productivity Commission, “Vulnerable Supply Chains,” Productivity Commission Interim Report, March 2021, 
https://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/current/supply-chains/interim/supply-chains-interim.pdf.

7 Australian Government, “Make it Happen: The Australian Government’s Modern Manufacturing Strategy,” 
Commonwealth of Australia, October 2020, https://www.industry.gov.au/sites/default/files/October%202020/ 
document/make-it-happen-modern-manufacturing-strategy.pdf.
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While the pandemic acted as a catalyst for bringing this issue to the centre of public 
debate, if only briefly, the decline of Australia’s primary production and manufacturing 
industries has long been a concern of some Australians. This decline is a symbol of a 
deeper issue: the fact that Australians are generally less likely to be directly involved in 
the production of goods and services than they once were. As then-Economics Editor 
at The Australian, Adam Creighton, wrote in August 2020, many people in the ‘new 
economy’ are being paid to do things that do not actually need to be done. And much 
of this work has been artificially created by governments, with Creighton describing a 
“massively unproductive standing change, diversity and inclusion army entrenched in 
the public sector across the country.”8 

Some claim that this decline, which is part of the move towards being a knowledge 
economy, is inevitable and should be embraced. But that is not necessarily the case. In 
reality, the rise of the so-called knowledge economy is better understood as the rise of 
the services economy. High-skill and high-pay knowledge work, which many believed 
would become widespread, has not materialised. Instead, many of the jobs created 
in recent decades have been relatively low-skill and low-pay. Many more have 
been the “nonsense” jobs described by Creighton and popularised by author David 
Graeber who wrote that modern economies have become “vast engines for producing 
nonsense.”9 Graeber contested the idea of the services economy, arguing that:

we have seen the ballooning of not even so much of the ‘service’ sector as of the 
administrative sector, up to and including the creation of whole new industries 
like financial services or telemarketing, or the unprecedented expansion 
of sectors like corporate law, academic and health administration, human 
resources, and public relations.10

In recent years, Australian workers have seen high and rising rates of 
underemployment and wages stagnation. The lockdown measures introduced 
throughout 2020, and into 2021, have exacerbated these issues, particularly for 
younger Australians and for those not able to work from home.

While there is nothing inherently good or bad about being a Talker or a Doer, the 
aggregate share of Doers in the workforce is revealing of the kind of society Australia 
is, and how it is changing. As identified in this paper, the share of the workforce 
employed as Doers has declined from 84.5% in the mid-1980s to only 78.4% in 
2020. In addition to the previously identified cultural and political consequences, the 
declining proportion of Doers has had profoundly negative impact on productivity and 
economic growth. 

8 Adam Creighton, “Let’s face it, these are nonsense jobs,” The Australian, 26 August 2020, https://www.theaustralian.
com.au/commentary/lets-face-it-these-are-nonsense-jobs/news-story/79b4f374b296890439c9b0ee853202ad.

9  David Graeber, Bullshit Jobs: A Theory, Penguin, 2019.

10  David Graeber, “On the Phenomenon of Bullshit Jobs: A Work Rant,” Strike! Magazine, August 2013, https://www.
strike.coop/bullshit-jobs/.
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A new theory proposed in this report establishes a relationship between productivity 
growth and the share of the workforce employed as Doers. An empirical basis for this 
relationship is established, revealing that, historically, productivity growth was greatest 
when the share of Doers was 81.5%. The share of Doers in Australia dipped below 
this point after 2000, and since then, according to modelling presented here, the cost 
to the economy has been a cumulative $427.7 billion in foregone gross value added. 
This is an average of around $21.4 billion per year, roughly equivalent to the current 
annual Commonwealth school funding of $21.8 billion.

While not a primary focus of this report, the framework of Talkers and Doers can be 
usefully applied to understand the forces at play during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Talkers and Doers frequently had different responses to the threat posed by COVID-19 
and the public health measures introduced in response to it, which may be helpful 
in explaining Australia’s elimination strategy and desire to eradicate any kind of risk 
associated with the pandemic. Many commentators have noted the differences in the 
public health approach to COVID-19 when compared with previous public health 
threats; governments have tried to eliminate risk almost entirely, a largely unprecedented 
move in the face of a respiratory pandemic.11 This could be another consequence 
of the rise of the Talking class: those who generally do not face physical risks in their 
profession were highly concerned with the prospect of a new respiratory illness, and 
as this class have come to dominate politics they were able to exercise their power by 
advocating for blanket lockdown measures. Meanwhile, the vast majority of Australians 
who are employed as Doers and who therefore deal with mitigating physical harm on 
a daily basis, were far more likely to accept the inescapable fact that to live means to 
balance risk. Those who could drop a brick on their foot at any moment are better at 
judging and managing risk than those who type on a laptop for a living.

The structural changes which have taken place in the Australian economy over the past 
half a century are not benign. There are tangible social, cultural, and economic costs 
associated with the decline of Australia’s productive capacity and Doing workforce. 
Additionally, the rise of the Talkers is disrupting Australian society as these workers 
increasingly act like a class in pursuing their political interests. Due to their influence 
across government, the media, and business, the Talking class are able to influence the 
shaping of culture and public policy. As such, it is unsurprising that public policy and 
culture often favour or express the interests and concerns of this class of Australians.

11  See, for example, the discussion offered by Niall Ferguson in his book Doom: The Politics of Catastrophe.
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The decline of Australia’s productive 
industries

The changing structure of the Australian economy and workforce is well documented 
and much discussed. As summarised in a paper from the Economic Analysis Department 
of the Reserve Bank of Australia, the “economy has been transformed from one centered 
on the production of primary products to an urbanised economy mainly producing 
services.”12 The overarching thesis for changes over the past 100 years has been the 
supposed progression upon an inevitable path of development, summarised by Mark 
Culley, then an economist at the National Centre for Vocational Education Research, as 
the shift “from labour-intensive agrarian/commodity production through labour-intensive 
Fordist manufacturing to labour-intensive flexible service provision”.13 The end result of 
this process is that Australia now has a services-based economy where most workers 
are employed in the production of services, with a declining share employed in primary 
and secondary industries.

One of the most noticeable shifts in the economy has been the decline of 
manufacturing employment. In the mid-1980s, around 17% of the workforce were 
employed in manufacturing, but the share has been in a steady decline and was only 
6.5% by the end of 2020.14 The overall shift in the economy can be understood by 
looking at the largest industry by share of employment; between at least 1984 and 
2001 it was manufacturing, then for a brief period it was retail trade, and since 2009 
it has been health care and social assistance.

A broader shift can be seen in the relative decline of employment in the agriculture, 
forestry and fishing, mining, manufacturing, and construction industries considered 
together as shown in Chart 1 below. These industries together employed over 30% 
of the workforce in the mid-1980s, but were down to 20% in 2020, with all but the 
construction industry declining over this time.

12 Ellis Connolly and Christine Lewis, “Structural Change in the Australian Economy,” Reserve Bank of Australia, Bulletin, 
September Quarter 2010, https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2010/sep/pdf/bu-0910-1.pdf, p. 1.

13 Mark Cully, “Pathways to knowledge work,” National Centre for Vocational Education Research, Australian 
National Training Authority, 2003, p. 9.

14 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “Labour Force, Australia, Detailed, February 2021,” March 2021, www.abs.gov.au.
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Chart 1: Share of workforce employed in primary and secondary industries, 
1984-2020

Source: IPA, ABS.

Note: 1984 is the start of this dataset.

One explanation for the decline of these industries has been the rise of the so-called 
‘knowledge economy’. The idea of the knowledge economy was introduced in 1969 by 
Austrian management consultant and author Peter Drucker, who argued that “knowledge 
has become the central ‘factor of production’ in an advanced industrial economy”.15 
Since then, Australians have increasingly been encouraged to stay in education until 
the end of high school, and beyond, based on the idea that they needed to gain further 
skills to participate properly in the new knowledge economy. Accordingly, the share of 
15-to-19-year-olds enrolled in full-time education increased from around 50% in the late 
1980s to over 75% in 2018, and the share of 20-to-24-year-olds in full-time education 
increased from under 10% to over 25% over the same period. In 2018, about 30% of 
20-to-24-year-olds were enrolled in university.16

15 Peter Drucker, The Age of Discontinuity: Guidelines to our Changing Society, Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann, 
1969, p. 248.

16 Zoya Dhillon and Natasha Cassidy, “Labour Market Outcomes for Younger People,” Reserve Bank of Australia, 
Bulletin, June 2018, https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2018/jun/pdf/labour-market-outcomes-for-
younger-people.pdf, p. 4.
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The rise of the Talkers and the decline of 
the Doers

One way of exploring these changes in the labour force is by categorising workers as 
‘Talkers’ or ‘Doers’ – the framework developed in this paper. This framework builds 
upon international literature which discusses the labour force in a similar manner. In his 
book The Once and Future Worker, American economist Oren Cass mentions a ratio 
of productive and non-supervisory staff to supervisory staff, highlighting the relative 
decline of Doers in the manufacturing industry between 1947 and 1972. And in 
management studies, a metric called a supervisory ratio is sometimes used to measure 
the span of management and outcomes within a given organisation.17

Talkers are those who are not directly involved in the production of goods or services, 
who oversee companies or organisations at a high level, or who literally talk for 
a living; for example, chief executives and managing directors, legislators, and 
telemarketers. Doers are those who are directly involved in the production of goods 
and services, and those who are very closely related to this production process; for 
example, kitchenhands, labourers, nurses, and teachers. Our method of classifying 
workers as either Talkers or Doers is based on their four-digit-level occupation title 
under the Australian and New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations 
(ANZSCO), and was based, in part, on mapping the classifications used overseas to 
the Australian workforce. For example, the classification used by Oren Cass, described 
above, of productive and non-supervisory staff and supervisory staff is broadly 
consistent with our classification of Talkers and Doers. However, there is necessarily a 
degree of judgement involved in assigning occupations at such a granular level to the 
two broad groups of Talkers or Doers18. A list of ANZSCO occupations and how they 
were classified is provided in Appendix B.

Using this framework, it becomes evident that while Australia has shifted towards being 
a services-based economy, the share of the Australian workforce actually employed 
in the production of those services has declined. As explained by the scholar and 
mathematical statistician Nassim Nicholas Taleb, “we are increasingly populated 
by a class of people who are better at explaining than understanding, or better at 
explaining than doing.”19

17 See, for example, Sebastian Kobarg, Jutta Wollersheim, Isabell M. Welpe and Matthias Spörrle, “Individual 
Ambidexterity and Performance in the Public Sector: A Multilevel Analysis,” International Public Management 
Journal, vol. 20, no. 2, 2017, pp. 226-260, doi: 10.1080/10967494.2015.1129379; Wansoo Hong, “The 
assessment of labour productivity and its influencing variables in 12 conventional hospital food service systems 
in the U.K.,” International Journal of Hospitality Management, vol. 14, no. 1, 1995, pp. 53-66.

18 For example, teachers are classified as Doers and university lecturers as Talkers. Arguably, both university lecturers 
and teachers could be classified as either Doers or Talkers. However, it is reasonable to consider that school 
teachers are, on average, more directly connected to the production of a tangible service through direct instruction 
of students than are university lecturers. It is true that delivering a lecture is technically a service but, in the main, 
lectures can be recognised as one step further removed from the direct involvement of teachers.

19 Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Skin in the Game: Hidden Asymmetries in Daily Life, London: Penguin, 2019, p. 14.
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Since the mid-1980s there has been a substantial increase in the share of the workforce 
who can be classified as Talkers. In 1986, 15.5% of the workforce were Talkers, but 
by 2020 this had increased to 21.7%. There was a consistent increase in the share of 
Talkers between 1988 and 2005, with the share remaining somewhat stable since then. 
The share of Doers, on the other hand, mirrored these movements, declining substantially 
from 84.6% of the workforce in 1988 to a low of 78.4%, as shown in Chart 2 below. 
These changes amount to a 6 percentage point transfer in the share of the workforce 
from Doers to Talkers. If Talkers comprised the same share of the workforce as between 
1986 and 1988 (84.5%) there would be 818,600 fewer Talkers in Australia in 2020, 
who would instead by employed as Doers. 

Chart 2: The decline of the Doers

Source: IPA, ABS.

Note: 1986 is the beginning of the dataset from which the measure of Talkers and Doers is derived.
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How the Talking class has made 
Australians poorer and more divided

The decline of the Doers is conceptually similar to the decline of primary and 
secondary industries. Australians are becoming relatively more likely to be employed 
as a Talker in a service industry, rather than a Doer in the manufacturing industry. This 
is not a benign shift; it indicates that the Australian economy is becoming less robust 
and that Australia’s relatively high standards of living and prosperity are at risk. There 
are tangible social, cultural, and economic risks associated with the decline of the 
Doers and the rise of the Talking class with its hegemony of political interests. 

There are three key reasons why the decline of the Doers matters, outlined in the 
following sections.

By eroding Australia’s productive capacity

It is vital that Australia has the ability and the knowledge to produce goods and 
services which are valuable. No country or community can be wealthy without the 
capacity to produce goods and services which can be consumed far from where they 
are produced, because these tradables are the lifeblood of economies. As economist 
Oren Cass explains in his book The Once and Future Worker: 

Consider the local physician who provides care only to those in his town. He may 
be well compensated, but he can’t sell his work to the makers of cars or phones 
halfway around the world or even to the medical equipment supplier in the next 
state. He must trust instead that some of his patients produce goods or services 
that can be sent to those places and, in purchasing his medical services, give him 
the recourses to acquire the goods that he needs. Or consider the plight of a local 
economy as a whole. It wishes to receive form elsewhere almost all of its food, 
medicine, vehicles, electronics, energy, and more. It must send tradeables of 
equal value. Not every individual must do so; most may work in the local services 
economy – but they cannot all cut one another’s hair.20

Australia cannot be wealthy if there are no Doers, and not everyone can be a Talker 
– some people have to be employed to produce goods and services, not just oversee 
or facilitate their production. As David Goodhart explains in his book Head Hand 
Heart: The Struggle for Dignity and Status in the 21st Century, “People will always be 
needed to clean offices, work in supermarkets and cafes, deliver things, work in fields 
and fix your car and computer.”21 One way of capturing this issue is measuring the 
ratio of Doers per Talker. Australia’s shift toward being a service-based knowledge 
economy means that fewer workers are employed physically producing goods 

20 Oren Cass, The Once and Future Worker: A Vision for the Renewal of Work in America, New York: Encounter 
Books, 2018, p. 71.

21 David Goodhart, Head Hand Heart: The Struggle for Dignity and Status in the 21st Century, p. 23.
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and services. Chart 3 below tracks the number of Doers per Talker between 1986 
and 2020. As shown, while in 1986 there were 5.5 people employed in the direct 
production of goods and services for each person employed in a Talking role, this 
declined by 35% to 3.6 in 2020.

Chart 3: Number of Doers per Talker

Source: IPA, ABS.

While the trend is apparent throughout the workforce, some industries are particularly 
illustrative. The number of tradespeople per construction manager and the number 
of nurses per nurse manager, for example, give an insight into the way the Australian 
workforce has been shifted away from workers physically producing goods and 
services, and increasingly towards a managerial bureaucracy. These industries 
demonstrate the hard realities which an economy dominated by Talkers must face: 
only so many people can oversee the laying of bricks or care of patients; someone 
has to be physically attending to these tasks. As Matthew Crawford notes in The Case 
for Working with Your Hands, despite assurances for over fifty years that developed 
economies were becoming ‘post-industrial societies’, the idea that “we somehow take 
leave of material reality and glide about in a pure information economy” is obviously 
untrue: if you need a deck built or your car fixed, you will be relying on a Doer who 
lives and works in your community.22

Trevor Cobbold, the National Convenor of Save our Schools, has written on the 
bureaucratisation of public schools in Australia, highlighting some similar trends. 
Cobbold notes that, between 2002 and 2019, administrative and clerical staff 
increased by 90.2% in primary schools and by 82.6% in secondary schools, 3.5 and 
7 times faster, respectively, than the increase in teaching staff. This has led to poor 
outcomes for students and come at great cost; as Cobbold summarises: “The increased 
bureaucracy has soaked up the small increase in funding for public schools since 

22 Matthew Crawford, The Case for Working with Your Hands, or Why Office Work is Bad for Us and Fixing Things 
Feels Good, London: Penguin Books, 2011, p. 3.
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2002 that would have been better used in directly supporting teaching and learning. 
Spending on bureaucracy has prevailed over spending on student learning.”23

Chart 4: Tradespeople per construction manager

Source: IPA, ABS.

Chart 5: Nurses per nurse manager 

Source: IPA, ABS.

Note: Nurse managers are classified as Doers, but the trend towards managerialism is illustrative of the broader point about 
bureaucratisation.

23 Trevor Cobbold, “The Bureaucratisation of Public Education in Australia,” Education Research Paper, Save 
Our Schools, August 2020, https://www.acsso.org.au/application/files/3415/9659/4481/SOS_The_
Bureaucratisation_of_Public_School_Education_in_Australia.pdf, p. 2.
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By entrenching their class interest at the expense of the mainstream

Doers are key to Australia’s prosperity, but they are often forgotten by those who 
embrace the idea of the knowledge economy. As David Goodhart has argued, “the 
protest vote [for Brexit] was in part an understandable reaction to a profound status 
shift that has been gathering pace for over fifty years, one that has bestowed an 
increasing amount of recognition on cognitive-related aptitudes and jobs – what I call 
the Head – and quietly sucked it away from most others, above all those related to the 
Hand and the Heart.”24 Goodhart’s framework can be mapped onto the one presented 
here; most directly, Goodhart’s conception of the Head is similar to that of Talkers. As 
Goodhart suggests, there are political consequences which follow the prioritisation 
of Head, or Talker, interests. “The rise and rise of cognitive-analytical ability – Head 
work [Talking work] – as a measure of economic and social success, combined with 
the hegemony of cognitive class political interests, led to the great unbalancing of 
western politics even prior to the Covid-19 crisis. The disaffection of large minorities, 
even majorities, in many countries, is linked intimately to the declining status and self-
respect attached to work associated with the Hand and the Heart [Doing work].”25

The shift in Australia towards a service-based knowledge economy has caused 
significant disruption for Doers. Table 1 below shows the top 10 occupations ranked 
by the number of jobs destroyed between 1986 and 2020. In total, these occupations 
are responsible for 49% of the total net number of jobs destroyed over this time. 
As shown, all are Doing. This highlights an important trend, which is that net job 
destruction has overwhelmingly come at the expense of Doers. While job creation has 
outweighed job destruction across the entire workforce, leading to a net increase in the 
total number of jobs, it is important to note that changing occupation or being forced 
out of work can cause significant economic, social, familial, and personal disruption. 
That disruption has been concentrated among Doers is a fact worth noting. In fact, 
only two Talking occupations experienced any net job destruction, telemarketing 
with a net loss of 3,000 jobs, and legal professionals (not further defined) with a loss 
of 1,300 jobs. Not further defined indicates that a worker cannot be allocated to a 
more granular definition of occupation, and as such, decreases in the number of legal 
professionals (not further defined) could be the result of better classification of workers 
within the legal professions, rather than actual net job losses. 

24 Goodhart, Head Hand Heart, p. 28.

25  Ibid, p. 25.
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Table 1: Destruction of Doing jobs, 1986-2020

Occupation
Jobs destroyed 

(thousands)
Personal Assistants (Doers) 17.1
Plastics and Rubber Production Machine Operators (Doers) 17.4
Textile and Footwear Production Machine Operators (Doers) 18.2
Crop Farm Workers (Doers) 19.6
Other Clerical and Office Support Workers (Doers) 36.2
Sewing Machinists (Doers) 36.8
Bank Workers (Doers) 44.4
Keyboard Operators (Doers) 67.7
Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmers (Doers) 69.5
Secretaries (Doers) 75.8
Total Doers 402.7
Total Talkers 0
Grand total 402.7

Source: IPA, ABS.

Additionally, the new service-based knowledge economy is not working well for younger 
Australians, and there is a risk that if they are alienated from work, and therefore the 
Australian way of life, they will be dissatisfied members of society. Young Australians 
have been raised with an expectation that if they earn a degree and enter the knowledge 
economy, they will receive higher wages and better job opportunities than their 
counterparts who enter the workforce with a high school (or lower) qualification. Since 
the global financial crisis, however, the relationship between a degree and higher-
skilled and higher-renumerated work has been disrupted. As noted in a recent study by 
the Productivity Commission, university graduates aged under 35 were more likely to 
have a lower-scored occupation in 2018 than they were in 2001, even four years after 
graduating and therefore having time to find an appropriate job.26 This is supported 
by a finding from the Grattan Institute that the share of bachelor degree holders aged 
between 25 and 34 employed in managerial or professional occupations declined 
consistently between 2006 and 2016.27 Rather than all being accepted into the Talking 
class as they were led to believe they would be, young Australians are finding that there 
is no room for them, and that they are over-qualified, underemployed, and underpaid 
(compared to their expectations). Indeed, as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development noted in their 2018 Economic Survey of Australia, the rapid expansion 
of higher education has led to weaker labour market outcomes, indicating that there is 
probably too many university graduates in Australia.28

26 Productivity Commission, “Why Did Young People’s Incomes Decline?,” Productivity Commission Research Paper, July 
2020, https://www.pc.gov.au/research/completed/youth-income-decline/youth-income-decline.pdf, pp. 77-78.

27 Andrew Norton and Ittima Cherastidtham, “Mapping Australian higher education 2018,” Grattan Institute, September 2018, 
https://grattan.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/907-Mapping-Australian-higher-education-2018.pdf, p. 86.

28 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, “OECD Economic Surveys: Australia 2018,” December 
2018, https://doi.org/10.1787/eco_surveys-aus-2018-en, p. 41.
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By reducing economic growth

Conceptually, the relationship between economic productivity and the share of the 
workforce employed as Doers must look like an upside-down U, as shown in the stylised 
chart shown in Figure 1 below. Productivity growth is on the y-axis, and the share of 
Doers is on the x-axis. When the share of Doers is at 100% or 0%, productivity growth is 
minimised, because there is no organisation or management of, or structure to, production 
in the former, and because there are no tradeables being produced at all in the latter. 

Figure 1: Stylised relationship between productivity growth and the share  
of Doers
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This implies that increasing the share of Talkers in the workforce from a very low base 
would have a positive effect on productivity growth, but only to a certain extent. 
Increasing the share of Talkers can lead to a more efficient allocation of resources 
as managers are hired to better organise production, for example. As summarised 
by Robert Buchele (Professor of Economics at Smith College) and Jens Christiansen 
(Professor of Economics at Mount Holyoke College), under both neo-Marxian 
and efficiency wage models, “the rate of growth of labor productivity will rise with 
increasing supervision (at least up to a point).”29 According to Buchele and Christiensen, 
“effective organisation of work and coordination of activities” is an important factor in 
raising labour productivity.30 That being said, if the share of non-productive workers 
rises too high (a movement to the left past the turning point of the stylised curve in 
Figure 1), productivity growth will start to decline. The well-known Marxian economists 
Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy in their 1966 book Monopoly Capital: An Essay on the 
American Economic and Social Order argue that consideration should be given to the 
“distinction between useful and useless output, between productive and unproductive 
labor,” and that the growing finance, insurance, and real estate industry, for example, 

29 Robert Buchele and Jens Christiansen, “Labor Relations and Productivity Growth in Advanced Capitalist Economies,” 
Review of Radical Political Economics, vol. 31, no. 1, 1999, doi: 10.1177/048661349903100105, p. 89.

30 Ibid, p. 91.
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is a sign not of increasing economic prosperity but of increasing “surplus absorption”.31 
This idea of surplus absorption is rooted in Karl Marx’s conception of ‘costs of 
circulation’, as he explained in Capital: “The general law is that all costs of circulation, 
which arise only from changes in the forms of commodities do not add to their value. 
They are merely expenses incurred in the realisation of the value or in its conversation 
from one form into another. The capital spent to meet those costs (including the labour 
done under its control) belongs among the faux frais [incidental operating expenses] 
of capitalist production. They must be replaced from the surplus-product and constitute, 
as far as the entire capitalist class is concerned, a deduction from the surplus-value”.32 
According to Marx, the Talkers who do not add value to production, but instead 
oversee production itself, can be employed only at the expense of the productive 
workers. Contrary to the Marxian view, however, Talkers are not unessential workers 
who merely exist by exploiting those engaged directly in production. Talkers can occupy 
vital roles within the economy and broader society, and the rise of the Talkers in the 
late 1980s and early 1990s was associated with gains in productivity growth which 
increased general prosperity. The concern under the framework developed in this paper 
arises when the share of Talkers increases beyond a certain point.

The challenge is to maximise annual productivity growth by finding the apex of the 
curve and trying to maintain the share of Doers in the workforce at this point. The 
theory presented here, then, has a precursor in the neo-classical, Marxian, and neo-
Marxian ideas presented above which state that increasing the share of Talkers in the 
economy (largely, but not exclusively, encompassing managers) to a certain point will 
raise labour productivity growth, and beyond this point will lower this growth.

This theory is similar to an idea hinted at by the University of Southern California’s 
Gerald E. Caiden in 1985. Caiden described a ‘J-curve of bureaucratisation’, 
presenting a similar stylised chart to that shown above, and asking: “With increasing 
bureaucratisation, does productivity first accelerate then experience diminishing returns, 
and finally reach a point of actual decline?”33 In 2019, Karl Brenke of the German 
Institute for Economic Research began to ask similar questions, pointing to declining 
productivity growth in Germany which has coincided with an increase in the share of the 
population who are university graduates and implying that increasing bureaucratisation 
could be one cause of slowing productivity growth. Importantly, Brenke notes that while 
sectoral change (that is, the move towards a service economy) has contributed to this 
slowing of productivity growth, this alone is an inadequate explanation.34 

31 Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy, “The Absorption of Surplus: The Sales Effort,” in Monopoly Capital: An Essay on the 
American Economic and Social Order, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1966.

32 Karl Marx, Capital, Volume 2, Chapter 6, Section 3.

33 Gerald E. Caiden, “Excessive Bureaucratization: The J-Curve Theory of Bureaucracy and Max Weber Through the 
Looking Glass,” Dialogue, vol. 7, no. 4, 1985, www.jstor.org/stable/25610452, pp. 21-22.

34 Karl Brenke, “Produktivitätswachstum sinkt trotz steigendem Qualifikationsniveau der Erwerbstätigen,” DIW 
Wochenbericht, vol. 33, 2019, pp. 575-85.
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Our theory provides a useful explanation of why productivity growth has slowed 
in recent years beyond what would be expected as a result of sectoral changes, as 
Brenke indicates. Chart 6 below plots the rolling 5-year average annual change in 
productivity (measured as gross value added per worker) against the share of workers 
employed as Doers between 1987 (the earliest available data point) and 2020. The 
rolling 5-year average annual change in productivity is used to smooth out the high 
degree of variability in annual changes in productivity, but the trend identified in Chart 
6 below is present when using a shorter rolling measure, such as a rolling 3-year 
average annual change. The polynomial trend curve, shown in grey, aligns with the 
stylised curve shown above, and tracks what has happened to productivity growth as 
the share of Doers in the workforce has declined. 

At the end of the 1980s, and through the 1990s, the share of Doers in the workforce 
declined, but this was associated with improvements in annual productivity growth. 
Through the 2000s and 2010s, however, while the share of Doers increased annual 
productivity growth declined. Chart 7 below breaks the data in Chart 6 down into two 
separate scatters to demonstrate these two periods. The first, from the late 1980s to 
the end of the 1990s, can be understood as moving leftward along the stylised curve 
shown in Figure 1 above to the apex point, which appears to be at the point where 
Doers comprise 81.5% of the workforce. The second, from 2000 onward, can be 
understood as still moving leftward along the stylised curve, but this time moving down 
from the apex.

Chart 6: Doers and changes in annual gross value added per worker 

Source: IPA, ABS.
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Chart 7: Changes in Doers and annual productivity growth

Source: IPA, ABS.

There is more noise in the second part than the first, evidenced in the lower R2 value 
shown in Chart 7 (0.56 compared with 0.58). This is due to the high variability in 
productivity growth experienced during the mining boom, where expansions in 
productivity in the mining industry and those directly related to it caused productivity 
gains to be seen in aggregate statistics. If the noise created by the mining boom were 
removed, the R2 for the second part would likely be higher; unfortunately, due to data 
limitations, such an analysis could not be conducted.

The decline in annual productivity growth seen after the Doing share of the workforce 
went below 81.5% has had the effect of reducing the aggregate level of gross 
domestic product (GDP) below what it would have otherwise been. This cumulative 
missing share of GDP can be calculated using the equation of the linear regression 
shown in Chart 7 above to obtain an estimate of total gross value added in each 
year and subtracting this from the actual total gross value added in that year. This 
calculation is outlined in Appendix A, and results in a total $427.7 billion cumulative 
cost to the economy in terms of foregone economic output between 2000 and 2020. 
This is an average of $21.4 billion per year, roughly equivalent to the current annual 
Commonwealth school funding of $21.8 billion.35

Aside from our theory, one possible explanation for declining productivity growth since 
the year 2000 could be the rise of part-time work; however, an analysis based on GVA 
per hour worked allows us to control for increases in part-time work, and this demonstrates 
that the relationship we have established in this paper holds true, as shown in Appendix C. 

35 Commonwealth of Australia, “Budget 2020-21: Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper No. 1,” 6 October 
2020, https://budget.gov.au/2020-21/content/bp1/download/bp1_w.pdf, Statement 6, p. 10.
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How the Talking class undermined 
Australia’s culture and economy

It is worth exploring the question of why the share of Doers in the workforce has 
remained below the point where the apex of the productivity-Doers curve is found. 
At the micro level, if businesses have experienced a decline in productivity growth as 
they have increased the share of their workforce in Talking roles, they would have an 
incentive to correct this and return productivity growth to higher levels.

Aside from the fact that the relationship identified here is perhaps a contributing 
factor and cannot explain by itself the shift towards slower productivity growth seen 
in Australia since 2000, the answer likely lies in distortions in the economy caused by 
policy settings. The almost-unchecked growth of red tape, for example, has forced 
businesses to devote a greater share of resources towards regulatory compliance.36 
In practice, this means increasing a company’s workforce by hiring a Talker employed 
to ensure regulatory compliance; a move that would shift the balance away from 
Doers. As the Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises wrote: “Every kind of government 
meddling with the business of private enterprise results in the same disastrous 
consequences. It paralyzes initiative and breeds bureaucratism.”37 

Additionally, the expansion of the administrative state, created in part to implement 
and enforce the growing regulatory burden, has caused a shift in the economy towards 
a larger bureaucracy which is by definition filled with Talkers. The creation of larger 
government departments takes both resources and workers away from the private 
sector through the creation of Talking jobs, and therefore shifts the balance in the 
economy away from Doers.

The expansion of Talking jobs has enabled Talkers to organise and act as a class. 
Public policy and the production of culture are largely shaped by those who comprise 
the Talking class, and so it is unsurprising that the outcomes of policy and culture 
often favour this class. This can be understood using the framework of a “hegemony 
of cognitive class political interests”, as identified by David Goodhart; the rise of the 
Talking class has coincided with a convergence of their political interests and they 
have worked to see these interests realised in culture and public policy. The industries 
where Doers comprise a high share of the workforce, such as agriculture, mining, and 
manufacturing, attract disproportionate levels of regulation which is created by the 
Talking class. As such, while some of the restructuring over the past 100 years can be 
attributed to market forces, public policy has played an important role. This becomes 
even more apparent given that industries which employ a relatively higher share of 
Talkers, such as higher education, have been propped up by policy settings such as 

36 Previous Institute of Public Affairs research identified that between 1977 and 2019 the number of regulatory 
restrictions found in Commonwealth legislation and subsidiary legislation increased from 23,558 to 122,798. See 
Daniel Wild and Cian Hussey, “The Growth of Regulation in Australia,” Institute of Public Affairs, December 2019, 
https://ipa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/IPA-Report-The-Growth-of-Regulation-in-Australia-.pdf.

37 Ludwig von Mises, Bureaucracy, Yale University Press: New Haven, 1944, p. 69.
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subsidies, student loan schemes, and temporary migration to foster education exports. 
The emphasis on reducing carbon emissions, which has become more extreme in 
recent years, is another example of the Talking class acting in its own interest, given the 
high levels of taxpayer subsidies provided to those who claim to address the issue, and 
especially considering the fact that Australians, the majority of whom are still Doers, 
have repeatedly rejected such actions at elections.
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Conclusion

This paper introduces a new framework for analysing changes in the Australian 
workforce: Talkers and Doers. Using this framework, it becomes evident that while 
Australia has shifted towards being a services-based economy, the share of the 
Australian workforce actually employed in the production of those services has declined.

The decline of the Doers is not a benign trend. There are social, cultural, and economic 
concerns which accompany the shifts which have taken place in the labour force in 
recent years, and politicians and policymakers should be aware of these shifts and 
their implications.

The decline of the Doers raises three significant challenges for Australians. 

Firstly, any prosperous economy is reliant on the production of tradeable goods and 
services which can be exchanged within that economy or with another economy. 
Tangible goods and services are the root of all wealth and prosperity. 

Secondly, there are political consequences of the decline of the Doers. The people 
who have been most disrupted by job losses since the mid-1980s have been Doers, 
and it is important to be aware of this disruption and how it has affected Australians. 
The rise of the Talking class has come at the expense of the Doers; in recent decades 
talking work has been seen as a measure of economic and social success, and the 
Talkers have acted as a class in prioritising their political interests. But alienating the 
mainstream workers employed as Doers could lead to a political backlash, as seen 
across the Western world in recent years.

Thirdly, and finally, the decline of Doers has had a negative impact on productivity 
growth and the size of the economy. A new theory proposed in this report establishes 
a relationship between productivity growth and the share of the workforce employed 
as Doers. We establish an empirical basis for this relationship, and demonstrate 
productivity growth appears to be greatest when the share of Doers is 81.5%. The 
share of Doers in Australia dipped below this point in 2000, and since then, according 
to modelling presented here, the cost to the economy has been a cumulative $427.7 
billion in foregone gross value added.

There are tangible social, cultural, and economic costs associated with the decline 
of Australia’s productive capacity and Doing workforce. This paper proposes a new 
framework for understanding the shifts which have taken place since the mid-1980s, 
and is designed to kickstart a conversation about what the Australian workforce looks 
like, and what this means for Australians.
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Appendix A

Calculating missing economic output as a result of fewer Doers since 2000

Year Employees 
(thousands)

Gross value 
added per 
employee 
(actual, $)

Gross value 
added if share 

of Doers 
remained at 

81.5% ($)

Missing gross value 
added ($)

2000 8901 107,301.81 109,305.81 17,839,084,926
2001 9015 108,810.81 109,904.74 9,861,808,242
2002 9190 111,601.88 111,450.34 (1,392,725,441)
2003 9396 111,835.46 114,309.12 23,243,831,022
2004 9558 114,883.82 114,548.36 (3,206,376,683)
2005 9880 114,350.66 117,670.67 32,803,757,449
2006 10124 115,026.95 117,124.58 21,236,955,262
2007 10434 116,600.31 117,817.27 12,698,063,391
2008 10731 117,617.56 119,428.80 19,436,782,395
2009 10805 117,953.91 120,470.72 27,195,577,441
2010 11022 119,294.14 120,815.24 16,765,969,405
2011 11213 120,901.75 122,187.97 14,423,468,142
2012 11350 124,279.76 123,834.58 (5,053,100,024)
2013 11456 126,066.48 127,294.54 14,069,510,931
2014 11540 128,773.67 129,124.60 4,049,768,721
2015 11766 129,565.72 131,897.46 27,435,927,903
2016 11973 130,292.97 132,708.73 28,924,053,060
2017 12252 130,806.77 133,453.62 32,429,227,293
2018 12584 131,188.30 133,979.88 35,129,411,594
2019 12874 130,988.75 134,370.66 43,541,516,525
2020 12678 129,728.52 134,166.27 56,261,547,892

Total 427,694,059,446
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Appendix B

Because this is a first-of-its-kind study, it was necessary to create a methodology 
for assigning occupations to the categories of Talkers and Doers. The classifications 
are based on the Australian Bureau of Statistics Labour force, detailed release, 
which categorises workers according to the Australian and New Zealand Standard 
Classification of Occupations (ANZSCO) structure.

ANZSCO provides six different levels of granularity in defining occupations, ranging 
from very general descriptions (for example, managers, professionals, labourers) 
to very specific descriptions (for example, cotton grower, dentist, deck hand). There 
are eight broad ‘Major Groups’, which are further divided into ‘Sub-Major Groups’, 
‘Minor Groups’, ‘Unit Groups’, and the most granular ‘Occupations’.38

The ABS assign each Occupation to a Skill Level ranking, from 1 to 5 with 1 being the 
highest skill and 5 being the lowest skill occupations. These Skill Levels are determined 
based on the educational qualification or number of years of experience required to 
perform such a role. While there may be a positive correlation between educational 
qualifications and Skill Levels, and therefore whether or not one is classified as a Talker, 
this is an inadequate mechanism for our purposes. Skill Levels were useful but not 
necessarily authoritative in assigning Unit Groups to the categories of Talkers and Doers.

Some of the Major Group categories map well based on their Skill Level, for example 
most Managers are Skill Level 1 and are also Talkers. On the other hand, most 
Labourers are Skill Level 4 or 5 and are Doers. However, when delving into greater 
detail, it becomes evident that mapping Skill Level to Talkers and Doers would not 
be adequate. For example, all registered nurses are classified as Skill Level 1, but 
are more aligned with our classification of Doers due to their direct role in providing 
healthcare services.

At the third-most granular level of Minor Groups, the differences in the roles of workers 
are not made clear. For example, Midwifery and Nursing Professionals, which 
intuitively contains Doers, also encompasses Nurse Educators and Researchers, who 
are Talkers. 

To overcome this challenge, our classifications are based on the most granular level 
practical, Unit Groups, and we have assigned each Unit Group as either a Talker or 
Doer. Many of these classifications are self-evident, for example that managers and 
human resources workers are Talkers while bricklayers and mechanics are Doers, 
however there was necessarily a degree of subjectivity involved in assigning Unit 
Groups. To the greatest extent possible, however, categorisations were made on the 
basis of if a Unit Group involves the direct production or provision of goods or services, 
or if a Unit Group is very closely related to this production and provision. 

38 Australian Bureau of Statistics, “ANZSCO First Edition Revision 1 – Structure,” ANZSCO - Australian and New 
Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations, First Edition, Revision 1, 25 June 2009, www.abs.gov.au.
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For example, school teachers are classified as Doers and university lecturers as Talkers. 
Arguably, both university lecturers and school teachers could be classified as either 
Talkers or Doers. However, it is reasonable to consider that school teachers are, on 
average, more directly connected to the production of a tangible service through direct 
instruction of students than are university lecturers. It is true that delivering a lecture is 
technically a service but, in the main, lectures can be recognised as one step further 
removed from the direct involvement of school teachers.

Some Unit Groups are not further defined, indicated by ‘nfd’ after the Unit Group title. 
Where possible, these Unit Groups were classified as Talkers or Doers. For example, 
all Occupations at a more granular level than ‘Farmers and Farm Managers nfd’ were 
classified as Doers, and therefore ‘Farmers and Farm Managers nfd’ was classified 
as Doers. However, this could not be done with all Unit Groups, and where a clear 
delineation was not evident, that Unit Group was removed from our dataset. For 
example, the Occupations at a more granular level than ‘Managers nfd’ were mixed 
between Talkers or Doers, and therefore ‘Managers nfd’ were excluded from our 
dataset. This had no notable effect on our results as it excluded a very small number of 
workers from our analysis.

The tables below contain the Unit Groups of each Major Group and show the 
classification of each Unit Group as either a Talker or Doer. 

Managers

Occupation Classif-
ication Occupation Classif-

ication

Chief Executives, General Managers and 
Legislators nfd

Talker Supply, Distribution and Procurement 
Managers

Talker

Chief Executives and Managing Directors Talker Child Care Centre Managers Talker

General Managers Talker Health and Welfare Services Managers Talker

Legislators Talker School Principals Talker

Farmers and Farm Managers nfd Doer Other Education Managers Talker

Aquaculture Farmers Doer ICT Managers Talker

Crop Farmers Doer Commissioned Officers (Management) Doer

Livestock Farmers Doer Senior Non-commissioned Defence Force 
Members

Doer

Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmers Doer Other Specialist Managers Talker

Specialist Managers nfd Talker Hospitality, Retail and Service Managers nfd Doer

Advertising, Public Relations and Sales 
Managers

Talker Accommodation and Hospitality Managers 
nfd

Doer

Business Administration Managers nfd Talker Cafe and Restaurant Managers Doer

Corporate Services Managers Talker Caravan Park and Camping Ground 
Managers

Doer

Finance Managers Talker Hotel and Motel Managers Doer

Human Resource Managers Talker Licensed Club Managers Doer
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Policy and Planning Managers Talker Other Accommodation and Hospitality 
Managers

Doer

Research and Development Managers Talker Retail Managers Doer

Construction, Distribution and Production 
Managers nfd

Talker Amusement, Fitness and Sports Centre 
Managers

Talker

Construction Managers Talker Call or Contact Centre and Customer 
Service Managers

Talker

Engineering Managers Talker Conference and Event Organisers Talker

Importers, Exporters and Wholesalers Talker Transport Services Managers Talker

Manufacturers Talker Other Hospitality, Retail and Service 
Managers

Doer

Production Managers Talker Health and Welfare Services Managers Talker

Professionals

Occupation Classif-
ication Occupation Classif-

ication

Arts Professionals nfd Doer Early Childhood (Pre-primary School) 
Teachers

Doer

Actors, Dancers and Other Entertainers Doer Primary School Teachers Doer

Music Professionals Doer Middle School Teachers Doer

Photographers Doer Secondary School Teachers Doer

Visual Arts and Crafts Professionals Doer Special Education Teachers Doer

Artistic Directors, and Media Producers and 
Presenters

Doer Tertiary Education Teachers nfd Talker

Authors, and Book and Script Editors Doer University Lecturers and Tutors Talker

Film, Television, Radio and Stage Directors Doer Vocational Education Teachers Talker

Journalists and Other Writers Talker Education Advisers and Reviewers Talker

Business, Human Resource and Marketing 
Professionals nfd

Talker Private Tutors and Teachers Doer

Accountants Doer Teachers of English to Speakers of Other 
Languages

Talker

Auditors, Company Secretaries and 
Corporate Treasurers

Talker Health Diagnostic and Promotion 
Professionals nfd

Doer

Financial Brokers and Dealers, and 
Investment Advisers nfd

Doer Nutrition Professionals Doer

Financial Brokers Doer Medical Imaging Professionals Doer

Financial Dealers Doer Occupational and Environmental Health 
Professionals

Talker

Financial Investment Advisers and 
Managers

Doer Optometrists and Orthoptists Doer

Human Resource and Training Professionals 
nfd

Talker Pharmacists Doer

Human Resource Professionals Talker Other Health Diagnostic and Promotion 
Professionals

Doer

ICT Trainers Talker Health Therapy Professionals nfd Doer

Training and Development Professionals Talker Chiropractors and Osteopaths Doer
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Actuaries, Mathematicians and Statisticians Doer Complementary Health Therapists Doer

Archivists, Curators and Records Managers Doer Dental Practitioners Doer

Economists Talker Occupational Therapists Doer

Intelligence and Policy Analysts Talker Physiotherapists Doer

Land Economists and Valuers Doer Podiatrists Doer

Librarians Talker Audiologists and Speech Pathologists \ 
Therapists

Doer

Management and Organisation Analysts Talker Medical Practitioners nfd Doer

Other Information and Organisation 
Professionals

Talker General Practitioners and Resident Medical 
Officers

Doer

Sales, Marketing and Public Relations 
Professionals nfd

Talker Anaesthetists Doer

Advertising and Marketing Professionals Talker Specialist Physicians Doer

ICT Sales Professionals Talker Psychiatrists Doer

Public Relations Professionals Talker Surgeons Doer

Technical Sales Representatives Talker Other Medical Practitioners Doer

Air Transport Professionals Doer Midwifery and Nursing Professionals nfd Doer

Marine Transport Professionals Doer Midwives Doer

Architects, Designers, Planners and 
Surveyors nfd

Doer Nurse Educators and Researchers Doer

Architects and Landscape Architects Doer Nurse Managers Doer

Surveyors and Spatial Scientists Doer Registered Nurses Doer

Fashion, Industrial and Jewellery Designers Doer ICT Professionals nfd Doer

Graphic and Web Designers, and 
Illustrators

Doer Business and Systems Analysts, and 
Programmers nfd

Doer

Interior Designers Doer ICT Business and Systems Analysts Doer

Urban and Regional Planners Doer Multimedia Specialists and Web Developers Doer

Engineering Professionals nfd Doer Software and Applications Programmers Doer

Chemical and Materials Engineers Doer Database and Systems Administrators, and 
ICT Security Specialists

Doer

Civil Engineering Professionals Doer ICT Network and Support Professionals nfd Doer

Electrical Engineers Doer Computer Network Professionals Doer

Electronics Engineers Doer ICT Support and Test Engineers Doer

Industrial, Mechanical and Production 
Engineers

Doer Telecommunications Engineering 
Professionals

Doer

Mining Engineers Doer Legal Professionals nfd Doer

Other Engineering Professionals Doer Barristers Doer

Natural and Physical Science Professionals 
nfd

Doer Judicial and Other Legal Professionals Doer

Agricultural and Forestry Scientists Doer Solicitors Doer

Chemists, and Food and Wine Scientists Doer Social and Welfare Professionals nfd Talker

Environmental Scientists Doer Counsellors Doer

Geologists, Geophysicists and 
Hydrogeologists

Doer Ministers of Religion Talker

Life Scientists Doer Psychologists Talker
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Medical Laboratory Scientists Doer Social Professionals Talker

Veterinarians Doer Social Workers Doer

Other Natural and Physical Science 
Professionals

Doer Welfare, Recreation and Community Arts 
Workers

Talker

School Teachers nfd Doer

Technicians and Trades Workers

Occupation Classif-
ication Occupation Classif-

ication

Engineering, ICT and Science Technicians nfd Doer Wall and Floor Tilers Doer

Agricultural, Medical and Science 
Technicians nfd

Doer Plumbers Doer

Agricultural Technicians Doer Electrotechnology and Telecommunications 
Trades Workers nfd

Doer

Medical Technicians Doer Electricians Doer

Primary Products Inspectors Doer Electronics and Telecommunications Trades 
Workers nfd

Doer

Science Technicians Doer Airconditioning and Refrigeration 
Mechanics

Doer

Architectural, Building and Surveying 
Technicians

Doer Electrical Distribution Trades Workers Doer

Civil Engineering Draftspersons and 
Technicians

Doer Electronics Trades Workers Doer

Electrical Engineering Draftspersons and 
Technicians

Doer Telecommunications Trades Workers Doer

Electronic Engineering Draftspersons and 
Technicians

Doer Food Trades Workers nfd Doer

Mechanical Engineering Draftspersons and 
Technicians

Doer Bakers and Pastrycooks Doer

Safety Inspectors Talker Butchers and Smallgoods Makers Doer

Other Building and Engineering Technicians Doer Chefs Doer

ICT and Telecommunications Technicians nfd Doer Cooks Doer

ICT Support Technicians Doer Animal Attendants and Trainers, and 
Shearers nfd

Doer

Telecommunications Technical Specialists Doer Animal Attendants and Trainers Doer

Automotive and Engineering Trades 
Workers nfd

Doer Shearers Doer

Automotive Electricians and Mechanics nfd Doer Veterinary Nurses Doer

Automotive Electricians Doer Horticultural Trades Workers nfd Doer

Motor Mechanics Doer Florists Doer

Fabrication Engineering Trades Workers nfd Doer Gardeners Doer

Metal Casting, Forging and Finishing 
Trades Workers

Doer Greenkeepers Doer

Sheetmetal Trades Workers Doer Nurserypersons Doer

Structural Steel and Welding Trades Workers Doer Other Technicians and Trades Workers nfd Doer

Mechanical Engineering Trades Workers nfd Doer Hairdressers Doer
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Aircraft Maintenance Engineers Doer Printing Trades Workers nfd Doer

Metal Fitters and Machinists Doer Print Finishers and Screen Printers Doer

Precision Metal Trades Workers Doer Graphic Pre-press Trades Workers Doer

Toolmakers and Engineering Patternmakers Doer Printers Doer

Panelbeaters, and Vehicle Body Builders, 
Trimmers and Painters nfd

Doer Canvas and Leather Goods Makers Doer

Panelbeaters Doer Clothing Trades Workers Doer

Vehicle Body Builders and Trimmers Doer Upholsterers Doer

Vehicle Painters Doer Wood Trades Workers nfd Doer

Construction Trades Workers nfd Doer Cabinetmakers Doer

Bricklayers, and Carpenters and Joiners nfd Doer Wood Machinists and Other Wood Trades 
Workers

Doer

Bricklayers and Stonemasons Doer Miscellaneous Technicians and Trades 
Workers nfd

Doer

Carpenters and Joiners Doer Boat Builders and Shipwrights Doer

Floor Finishers and Painting Trades Workers 
nfd

Doer Chemical, Gas, Petroleum and Power 
Generation Plant Operators

Doer

Floor Finishers Doer Gallery, Library and Museum Technicians Doer

Painting Trades Workers Doer Jewellers Doer

Glaziers, Plasterers and Tilers nfd Doer Performing Arts Technicians Doer

Glaziers Doer Signwriters Doer

Plasterers Doer Other Miscellaneous Technicians and 
Trades Workers

Doer

Roof Tilers Doer

Community and Personal Service Workers

Occupation Classif-
ication Occupation Classif-

ication

Ambulance Officers and Paramedics Doer Other Hospitality Workers Doer

Dental Hygienists, Technicians and 
Therapists

Doer Protective Service Workers nfd Doer

Diversional Therapists Talker Defence Force Members, Fire Fighters and 
Police nfd

Doer

Enrolled and Mothercraft Nurses Doer Defence Force Members - Other Ranks Doer

Indigenous Health Workers Doer Fire and Emergency Workers Doer

Massage Therapists Doer Police Doer

Welfare Support Workers Doer Prison Officers Doer

Carers and Aides nfd Doer Security Officers and Guards Doer

Child Carers Doer Beauty Therapists Doer

Education Aides Doer Driving Instructors Doer

Personal Carers and Assistants nfd Doer Funeral Workers Doer

Aged and Disabled Carers Doer Gallery, Museum and Tour Guides Doer

Dental Assistants Doer Personal Care Consultants Talker

Nursing Support and Personal Care Workers Doer Tourism and Travel Advisers Talker
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Special Care Workers Doer Travel Attendants Doer

Hospitality Workers nfd Doer Other Personal Service Workers Doer

Bar Attendants and Baristas Doer Fitness Instructors Doer

Cafe Workers Doer Outdoor Adventure Guides Doer

Gaming Workers Doer Sports Coaches, Instructors and Officials Talker

Hotel Service Managers Doer Sportspersons Doer

Waiters Doer

Clerical and Administrative Workers

Occupation Classif-
ication Occupation Classif-

ication

Office Managers and Program 
Administrators nfd

Talker Credit and Loans Officers Doer

Contract, Program and Project 
Administrators

Talker Insurance, Money Market and Statistical 
Clerks

Doer

Office and Practice Managers nfd Talker Clerical and Office Support Workers nfd Doer

Office Managers Talker Betting Clerks Doer

Practice Managers Talker Couriers and Postal Deliverers Doer

Personal Assistants and Secretaries nfd Doer Filing and Registry Clerks Doer

Personal Assistants Doer Mail Sorters Doer

Secretaries Doer Survey Interviewers Doer

General Clerical Workers nfd Doer Switchboard Operators Doer

General Clerks Doer Other Clerical and Office Support Workers Doer

Keyboard Operators Doer Other Clerical and Administrative Workers 
nfd

Doer

Inquiry Clerks and Receptionists nfd Doer Logistics Clerks nfd Doer

Call or Contact Centre Information Clerks 
nfd

Doer Purchasing and Supply Logistics Clerks Doer

Call or Contact Centre Workers Doer Transport and Despatch Clerks Doer

Information Officers Doer Conveyancers and Legal Executives Doer

Receptionists Doer Court and Legal Clerks Doer

Numerical Clerks nfd Doer Debt Collectors Doer

Accounting Clerks and Bookkeepers nfd Doer Human Resource Clerks Talker

Accounting Clerks Doer Inspectors and Regulatory Officers Talker

Bookkeepers Doer Insurance Investigators, Loss Adjusters and 
Risk Surveyors

Doer

Payroll Clerks Doer Library Assistants Doer

Financial and Insurance Clerks nfd Doer Other Miscellaneous Clerical and 
Administrative Workers

Doer

Bank Workers Doer
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Sales Workers

Occupation Classif-
ication Occupation Classif-

ication

Sales Workers nfd Talker Retail Supervisors Talker

Sales Representatives and Agents nfd Talker Service Station Attendants Talker

Auctioneers, and Stock and Station Agents Talker Street Vendors and Related Salespersons Talker

Insurance Agents Talker Other Sales Assistants and Salespersons Talker

Sales Representatives Talker Checkout Operators and Office Cashiers Doer

Real Estate Sales Agents Talker Models and Sales Demonstrators Talker

Sales Assistants and Salespersons nfd Talker Retail and Wool Buyers Doer

Sales Assistants (General) Talker Telemarketers Talker

ICT Sales Assistants Talker Ticket Salespersons Talker

Motor Vehicle and Vehicle Parts Salespersons Talker Visual Merchandisers Talker

Pharmacy Sales Assistants Talker Other Sales Support Workers Talker

Machinery Operators and Drivers

Occupation Classif-
ication Occupation Classif-

ication

Machinery Operators and Drivers nfd Doer Other Stationary Plant Operators Doer

Machine and Stationary Plant Operators nfd Doer Mobile Plant Operators nfd Doer

Machine Operators nfd Doer Agricultural, Forestry and Horticultural Plant 
Operators

Doer

Clay, Concrete, Glass and Stone 
Processing Machine Operators

Doer Earthmoving Plant Operators Doer

Industrial Spraypainters Doer Forklift Drivers Doer

Paper and Wood Processing Machine 
Operators

Doer Other Mobile Plant Operators Doer

Photographic Developers and Printers Doer Road and Rail Drivers nfd Doer

Plastics and Rubber Production Machine 
Operators

Doer Automobile, Bus and Rail Drivers nfd Doer

Sewing Machinists Doer Automobile Drivers Doer

Textile and Footwear Production Machine 
Operators

Doer Bus and Coach Drivers Doer

Other Machine Operators Doer Train and Tram Drivers Doer

Stationary Plant Operators nfd Doer Delivery Drivers Doer

Crane, Hoist and Lift Operators Doer Truck Drivers Doer

Drillers, Miners and Shot Firers Doer Storepersons Doer

Engineering Production Workers Doer
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Labourers

Occupation Classif-
ication Occupation Classif-

ication

Labourers nfd Doer Product Quality Controllers Doer

Cleaners and Laundry Workers nfd Doer Timber and Wood Process Workers Doer

Car Detailers Doer Other Factory Process Workers Doer

Commercial Cleaners Doer Farm, Forestry and Garden Workers nfd Doer

Domestic Cleaners Doer Aquaculture Workers Doer

Housekeepers Doer Crop Farm Workers Doer

Laundry Workers Doer Forestry and Logging Workers Doer

Other Cleaners Doer Garden and Nursery Labourers Doer

Construction and Mining Labourers nfd Doer Livestock Farm Workers Doer

Building and Plumbing Labourers Doer Mixed Crop and Livestock Farm Workers Doer

Concreters Doer Other Farm, Forestry and Garden Workers Doer

Fencers Doer Food Preparation Assistants nfd Doer

Insulation and Home Improvement Installers Doer Fast Food Cooks Doer

Paving and Surfacing Labourers Doer Food Trades Assistants Doer

Railway Track Workers Doer Kitchenhands Doer

Structural Steel Construction Workers Doer Other Labourers nfd Doer

Other Construction and Mining Labourers Doer Freight Handlers and Shelf Fillers nfd Doer

Factory Process Workers nfd Doer Freight and Furniture Handlers Doer

Food Process Workers nfd Doer Shelf Fillers Doer

Food and Drink Factory Workers Doer Miscellaneous Labourers nfd Doer

Meat Boners and Slicers, and Slaughterers Doer Caretakers Doer

Meat, Poultry and Seafood Process Workers Doer Deck and Fishing Hands Doer

Packers and Product Assemblers nfd Doer Handypersons Doer

Packers Doer Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessories Fitters Doer

Product Assemblers Doer Printing Assistants and Table Workers Doer

Miscellaneous Factory Process Workers nfd Doer Recycling and Rubbish Collectors Doer

Metal Engineering Process Workers Doer Vending Machine Attendants Doer

Plastics and Rubber Factory Workers Doer Other Miscellaneous Labourers Doer
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Appendix C

The chart below is based on Chart 6 shown in the How the Talking class has made 
Australians poorer and more divided section above, but the productivity measure, 
changes in gross value added per worker, has been substituted for changes in gross 
value added per hour worked. This allows us to control for the rise of part-time 
work, which could be one explanation for decreasing productivity growth since the 
year 2000, and demonstrates that our theory may be able to account for declining 
productivity growth not attributed to changes in the full-time share of employment in 
the workforce. 

Table 8: Doers and changes in annual gross value added per hour worked

Source: IPA, ABS.
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